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a b s t r a c t

Context: The use of system requirements and their risks enables software testers to identify more important

test cases that can reveal the faults associated with system components.

Objective: The goal of this research is to make the requirements risk estimation process more systematic

and precise by reducing subjectivity using a fuzzy expert system. Further, we provide empirical results that

show that our proposed approach can improve the effectiveness of test case prioritization.

Method: In this research, we used requirements modification status, complexity, security, and size of the

software requirements as risk indicators and employed a fuzzy expert system to estimate the requirements

risks. Further, we employed a semi-automated process to gather the required data for our approach and to

make the risk estimation process less subjective.

Results: The results of our study indicated that the prioritized tests based on our new approach can detect

faults early, and also the approach can be effective at finding more faults earlier in the high-risk system

components compared to the control techniques.

Conclusion: We proposed an enhanced risk-based test case prioritization approach that estimates require-

ments risks systematically with a fuzzy expert system. With the proposed approach, testers can detect more

faults earlier than with other control techniques. Further, the proposed semi-automated, systematic approach

can easily be applied to industrial applications and can help improve regression testing effectiveness.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Software products change over time due to feature updates or user

emand changes. When software functionalities change, software en-

ineers need to retest the software to ensure that the changes did

ot affect software quality. Regression testing is one of the important

aintenance activities, but it requires a great deal of time and effort.

ften, software companies have pressures with time and budget, so

xpensive and time-consuming regression testing could be a major

urden for them.

To overcome these schedule and cost-related concerns with

egression testing, many researchers have proposed various cost-

ffective regression testing techniques [20,33,35]; in particular,

est case prioritization techniques have been actively studied be-

ause they provide appealing benefits, such as flexibility for testers

ho need to adjust their testing efforts for the limited time and

udget [10,13,42,44]. While the majority of test case prioritization
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +001 7014910184.
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pproaches utilize source code information, some researchers have

nvestigated using other software artifacts, such as system require-

ents and design documents, produced during early development

hases [7,25,41]. For instance, Krishnamoorthi and Mary [25] pro-

osed a system-level test case prioritization approach using the

nformation obtained from the requirements specification, such

s requirements completeness and implementation complexity.

rikanth et al. [41] also introduced a system-level test case priori-

ization technique that analyzes and evaluates the requirements in

erms of requirement volatility, complexity, customer priority, and

ault proneness.
In addition to utilizing requirements information for test case

rioritization, some researchers used risk information that can help

dentify more important test cases that are likely to detect defects as-

ociated with the system’s risks (e.g., safety or security risks) [43,48].

he results of previous research work empirically showed that the

ffectiveness of test case prioritization could be improved by using

equirements risks. However, these risk-based test case prioritization

echniques did not consider the direct relationship between require-

ents risks and test cases [48] or only used one type of risk, such

s fault information obtained from preceding versions [43]. Further,

hese studies evaluated the approaches by measuring how fast the
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a fuzzy expert system.
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reordered test cases detected faults; the approaches utilized risk in-

formation to prioritize tests, so they should be evaluated by measur-

ing whether the detected faults are, indeed, from the locations where

risks reside in the product. To address these limitations, our previ-

ous work [21] proposed a new requirements risk-based test case pri-

oritization approach by considering the direct relationship between

requirements risks and the test case. We also introduced a new eval-

uation method to measure how effective test case prioritization ap-

proaches were for detecting defects in risky components of software

systems.

While our previous research was shown to be promising, the ap-

proach required human experts’ involvement during the risk esti-

mation process. Human involvement with the risk estimation pro-

cess is important, but it makes the estimation process subjective and

imprecise. To avoid the possible imprecision introduced by human

judgment, a more systematic approach should be considered. Of-

ten, fuzzy expert systems have been utilized to address such prob-

lems because they can provide a mechanism to simulate the judg-

ment and reasoning of experts in a particular field. To date, many

researchers have used fuzzy expert systems in different application

areas to help with complex decision-making problems, such as the

diagnosis of disease [4] and risk estimation in aviation [18]. These

studies have shown that fuzzy expert systems can be used to sys-

tematically represent human expertise in a particular domain and to

deal with imprecision and subjectivity-related issues of the decision-

making process while making the decision-making process more

effective.

In this research, we propose a systematic risk estimation approach

using a fuzzy expert system to address the limitations of our previous

approach. We also reduced the number of risk items used for the risk

estimation and simplified the prioritization approach so that we can

perform test case prioritization with less effort. Further, from the re-

sults of our previous requirements risk-based approach, we learned

that incorporating code information with the requirements could im-

prove the rate of fault detection. Therefore, in this study, we used

code information to extract requirements risks with respect to a few

risk indicators in addition to the information obtained from require-

ments specifications written in natural language. Because we use

code information, the proposed approach is applied during the test-

ing phase after coding is done. To evaluate our approach, we used one

open source application and one industrial application developed in

Java.

The results of our study indicate that the systematic, risk-based

test case prioritization approach has the capability to find faults ear-

lier compared with other test case prioritization techniques, includ-

ing our previous requirements risk-based approach. Moreover, the

new approach is also better at finding more faults earlier in high-risk

components than other techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes the fuzzy expert system used in this research and the related
ork. Section 3 describes our new prioritization technique in detail.

ection 4 describes our experiment including the research questions.

ection 5 presents the results and analysis. Section 6 discusses our

esults and their implications. Section 7 presents the conclusions and

iscusses future work.

. Fuzzy expert systems and related work

In this section, we provide background information on the fuzzy

xpert system and the existing work related to test case prioritization

echniques, mainly focusing on techniques that use requirements,

isks, and fuzzy expert systems which are most closely related to our

ork.

.1. Fuzzy expert systems

In this research, we use a fuzzy expert system to derive require-

ents modification status (RMS) and potential security threats (PST)

alues. The fuzzy expert system used in this work simulates human

xpert’s reasoning to derive the RMS and PST values for each require-

ent in a similar way that a human expert would estimate these val-

es using the same input values. Existing empirical studies [19,46] in-

icate that fuzzy expert systems can improve the effectiveness of de-

ision making process in many different application areas including

egression testing. Moreover, fuzzy expert systems can handle ambi-

uity, which in turn produce output values much closer to realistic

alues.

To provide a better understanding about the process of acquir-

ng the RMS and PST values, we summarize the mechanism for a

uzzy expert system used with our approach. A fuzzy expert system

s comprised of fuzzy membership functions and rules. It contains

our main parts: fuzzification, inference, composition, and defuzzifi-

ation. Fig. 1 shows the typical architecture of a fuzzy expert system.

he fuzzification process transforms the crisp input into a fuzzy in-

ut set. The inference process uses the fuzzy input set to determine

he fuzzy output set using rules formulated in the knowledge base

nd the membership functions. The composition process aggregates

ll output fuzzy sets into a single fuzzy set. Finally, the defuzzification

rocess calculates a crisp output using the fuzzy set produced by the

omposition process.

The knowledge base shown in Fig. 1 contains the selected fuzzy

ule set. In a fuzzy expert system, fuzzy rules play a vital role because

hey are formulated based upon the experts’ knowledge about the

omain of interest. The fuzzy rule’s antecedent defines the fuzzy re-

ion of the input space, and the consequent defines the fuzzy region

f the output space. Fuzzy rules can not only support multiple input

ariables, but also multiple output variables. The following equation

hows an example of a fuzzy rule:

f x is A and y is B then z isC
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Table 1

Input variable membership functions.

Linguistic value Triangular fuzzy numbers (a,b,c)

Low (0,0,5)

Medium (0,5,10)

High (5,10,10)
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Table 2

Output variable membership functions.

Linguistic value Triangular fuzzy numbers (a,b,c)

Low (0,0,5)

Medium (0,5,10)

High (5,10,10)

Table 3

Fuzzy rules for RMS.

R1. If RML is low and PRV is low then RMS is low

R2. If RML is medium and PRV is low then RMS is low

R4. If RML is medium and PRV is medium then RMS is medium

R9. If RML is medium and PRV is high then RMS is high
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here x and y are input variables, and z is the output variable. A is a

embership function defined on variable x; B is a membership func-

ion defined on variable y, whereas C is a membership function de-

ned on output variable z.

Fuzzy set theory: To understand the fuzzification process, some

nowledge of fuzzy set theory is necessary. Fuzzy set theory was first

ntroduced by Zadeh [49] in 1965, and it defines fuzzy sets as an ex-

ension of conventional sets. In a conventional set, an element either

elongs or does not belong to the set. Eq. (1) defines a conventional

et where μA(x) shows the membership of an element, x, of a conven-

ional set, A.

A(x) =
{

1, if x ∈ A
0, if x /∈ A

(1)

Unlike conventional sets, in fuzzy sets, the membership of ele-

ents in the sets can be partially represented. Because fuzzy sets

ermit partial membership, the degree of membership is determined

y using membership functions for unit interval [0, 1]. Hence, the im-

recision of input data is handled by obtaining degree of membership

alues for each membership function defined in the fuzzy expert sys-

em. A fuzzy set is defined as shown in Eq. (2).

= (x,μA(x))|x ∈ X,μ(x) : X → [0, 1] (2)

here A is the fuzzy set, μA is the membership function, and X is the

niverse of discourse.

Fuzzification: In the fuzzification step, the input variables’ values

re used to determine the degree to which these values fit into each

embership function used by the fuzzy rules. There are several types

f membership functions available, such as triangular, trapezoidal,

nd Gaussian. In this research, we utilize the triangular membership

unction, which is widely used for fuzzy expert system based research

nd applications. Various empirical studies [39,46] indicate that the

riangular membership function is easy and simple to apply com-

ared to other membership functions. As an initial investigation of

he use of a fuzzy expert system, we chose the triangular member-

hip function due its application simplicity. The triangular member-

hip function is specified in Eq. (3).

A(X) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0, x < 0
(x − a)/(b − a), a ≤ x ≤ b
(c − x)/(c − b), b ≤ x ≤ c
0, x > 0

(3)

here A is the fuzzy set, μA is the membership function, X is the uni-

erse of discourse, a is the lower limit, b is the modal value, and c is

he upper limit.

Table 1 shows the membership functions used for the input vari-

bles in our experiment.

Inference: In the inference step, the fuzzified inputs (i.e., the de-

ree of appropriate membership functions for input variable values)

re applied on each rule antecedent to determine the degree of truth

or each rule. The degree of truth is applied to the consequent of each

ule, thus each output variable obtains an appropriate membership

unction. The output variable membership functions defined in our

xperiment are shown in Table 2.

Our fuzzy expert system is comprised of nine rules that represent

xperts’ knowledge and experiences regarding the risks associated

ith software requirements. A sample set of rules used by the fuzzy
nference process to estimate RMS is shown in Table 3. With the first

ule (R1), the membership functions of two input variables, RML and

RV are low, and the membership function for the output variable,

MS is also low.

Composition: The composition step is to combine all membership

unctions obtained from each rule for each output variable and to

orm a single membership function for each output variable.

Defuzzification: The last step of fuzzy expert system is defuzzifi-

ation which is an optional process. The defuzzification process pro-

uces crisp output for each output variable. In our experiment, we

eed exact, crisp output to quantitatively measure the RMS and PST

or each requirement. Therefore, in this step, the resulting member-

hip function of the previous step is defuzzified into a single number.

here are several methods to perform the defuzzification. In our fuzzy

xpert system, we follow the Mamdani [30] type fuzzy inference pro-

ess. Therefore, we use the center of gravity (COG) method which

s considered as more accurate and widely used with the Mamdani-

ype fuzzy expert system. Eq. (4) shows how to compute the COG that

epresents the crisp output for a particular output variable.

∗ =
∫ b

a μA(y)ydy∫ b

a μA(y)dy
(4)

here y∗ is the crisp output; μA(y) is the aggregated membership

unction, A, on interval ab; and y is the output variable.

To illustrate the aforementioned processes, we provide a simple

xample. Suppose we estimate a requirements modification status

or a requirement using two inputs: requirements modification level

alue of 10 and potential requirement volatility value of 8. The fuzzi-

cation process fuzzifies these values to produce the degree of mem-

ership for each input membership function. The fuzzy rules defined

n the expert system use the fuzzified input and the inference process

roduces the degree of memberships for the output variable (require-

ents modification status). All membership functions obtained from

ach rule are combined and the resulting membership function is de-

uzzified at the defuzzification process to obtain the final crisp value

f 8.4 as the requirements modification status value for this require-

ent.

.2. Related work

Test case prioritization provides a way to schedule test cases

o that testers can run more important or critical test cases early.

arious prioritization techniques have been proposed [47], and some

f them have been used by several software organizations [28,42].

he majority of prioritization techniques have used the information

btained from software source code [10,36,40]. For instance, one

echnique, total statement coverage prioritization reorders the test

ases in the order of the number of statements they cover. One vari-

tion of this technique, additional statement coverage prioritization

eorders the test cases in the order of number of new statements
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they cover. Other types of code information for aiding prioritization

include code change history, code modification, and fault proneness

of code [31,40]. Beyond code-based information, other software ar-

tifact types, such as software requirements and design information,

have also been utilized. For example, Srikanth et al. [41] proposed a

test case prioritization approach using several requirements-related

factors, such as requirements complexity and requirements volatility,

for the early detection of severe faults. Krishnamoorthi and Mary [25]

also proposed a model to prioritize test cases using the requirements

specification to improve the rate of severe fault detection. Arafeen

and Do [7] proposed an approach that clusters requirements based

on similarities obtained through a text-mining technique and that

prioritizes test cases using the requirements-tests relationship. These

studies reported that using requirements information improved the

effectiveness of prioritization.

In addition to requirements and design information, other re-

searchers have used software risk information to prioritize test cases

in order to run test cases to exercise code areas with potential risks

as early as possible [43,48]. Many risk-based testing techniques have

adopted Amland’s [6] risk model that estimates risk exposure as a

product of probability of faults in software components and the im-

pact (e.g., cost or damage) of the corresponding fault if it occurs in

the operational environment. In our approach, we also used the risk

exposure of both requirements and risk items to prioritize tests. Stall-

baum et al. [43] proposed a technique, RiteDAP (risk-based test case

derivation and prioritization), that can automatically generate test

case scenarios from activity diagrams and can prioritize test cases

using the risks associated with fault information. In this RiteDAP ap-

proach, to quantify the risk, probability of failure for each action is

estimated by the usage frequency of each action, whereas the dam-

age (impact) caused by that particular failure is estimated through

its financial losses. Yoon et al. [48] used the relationship among re-

quirements risk exposure, risk items, and test cases to determine the

order of test cases. Another paper [27] proposed a value-based soft-

ware engineering framework to improve the software testing pro-

cess. The proposed multi-objective feature prioritization strategy pri-

oritizes the new features by considering the business importance,

quality risks, testing costs, and the market pressure. Further, Felderer

and Schieferdecker [17] presented a framework that organizes and

categorizes the risk-based testing to aid the adoption of appropri-

ate risk-based approaches according to the circumstances. Erdogan

et al. [14] conducted a systematic literature review on the combined

use of risk analysis and testing. This survey identified, classified, and

discussed the existing approaches in terms of several factors such

as main goals and the maturity levels of the approaches. For exam-

ple, the survey discusses a model-based security testing approach

proposed by Zech [51] using risk analysis for cloud computing en-

vironments. In Zech’s proposed approach, misuse cases are used on

a model-driven approach for test code generation. These existing pa-

pers on risk-based testing demonstrate that the use of risks in the

software systems can help find critical functional defects that may

cause severe security or safety related issues.

Another research area that is relevant to our work is fuzzy expert

systems. Fuzzy expert systems have been used in areas that require

expert knowledge to make decisions while minimizing several

issues, such as uncertainties and subjectivity, in the decision-making

process. In general, fuzzy expert systems are applied to various

domains, such as diagnosing diseases in the medical field [4,23],

risk assessment in aviation [18], risk assessment in construction

projects [9], and selecting superior stocks on the stock exchange [15].

For instance, Adeli and Neshat [4] proposed a fuzzy expert system

to diagnose heart disease. Recently, fuzzy expert systems have been

used in software engineering areas such as software development

effort prediction [5], software cost estimations [24], and risk analysis

for e-commerce development [32]. For instance, Ahmed et al. [5]

developed a fuzzy expert system to obtain accurate software cost and
chedule estimation by managing the uncertainties and imprecision

hat exist in the early stages of software development. More recently,

ome researchers applied fuzzy expert systems to regression testing.

chwartz and Do [39] used a fuzzy expert system to determine the

ost cost-effective regression testing technique for different testing

nvironments by addressing the limitations of existing, adaptive

egression testing strategies. Xu et al. [46] applied a fuzzy expert

ystem to deal with the inaccurate and subjective issues present dur-

ng the test case selection process of regression testing. In this work,

e used a fuzzy expert system with requirements and their risk

nformation to improve risk estimation processes, thus improving

he effectiveness of test case prioritization.

. Proposed approach

In this section, we describe the proposed approach. Our new

ethod consists of four main steps.

1. Estimate risks by correlating with requirements

2. Calculate the risk exposure for the requirements

3. Calculate the risk exposure for risk items

4. Prioritize requirements and test cases

Fig. 2 gives an overview of the proposed approach. The main steps

re shown in light blue boxes, and the inputs and outputs for each

tep are shown in the ovals. The first three steps are used to calcu-

ate the requirements priorities. In the last step, test cases are priori-

ized using the results produced by the first three steps. The follow-

ng sections describe each step in detail by using an example that we

xcerpted from our experimental data which are fully described in

ections 4 and 5.

.1. Estimate risks by correlating with the requirements

In order to perform risk assessment for the requirements, we

dentify four risk indicators that have been used by previous re-

uirements and risk-based regression testing research [6,21,25,41]:

equirements complexity (RC), requirements size (RS), requirements

odification status (RMS), and potential security threats (PST). These

revious studies indicate that these risk indicators can be effective in

nding defects in software systems, thus we focus on these four risk

ndicators in this study, but we consider to use other risk indicators,

uch as usage rate [16], as we evaluate our approach in the future.

hile obtaining the first two risk indicators is straightforward, the

ast two risk indicators can be subjective, so we utilize a fuzzy expert

ystem to reduce the subjectivity and possible errors made by human

udgment. To calculate the first two risk indicators (RC and RS), we

sed both source code and requirements information, and for others

RMS and PST), we used requirements information. We explain each

f these indicators in detail.

.1.1. Requirements complexity (RC)

Requirements that need complex functionalities during imple-

entation tend to introduce more faults. A case study conducted by

mland [6] showed that requirements that need complex function-

lities at the coding phase tend to introduce a higher number of de-

ects. In addition, the study indicated that functions with a higher

umber of faults have a higher McCabe complexity. Therefore, in this

esearch, we used McCabe complexity to measure the requirements

omplexity (RC). We measured the McCabe complexity values of soft-

are functionalities (source code) using Eclipse IDE. The complexity

f requirements was determined by examining the relationships be-

ween requirements and functionalities. For the specific applications

hat we used with our experiment, the complexity values ranged

rom 1 to 12, and we normalized these values into a range from 0
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Fig. 2. Overview of the risk-based approach. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 4

Risk indicators and fuzzy input-output values.

Fuzzy input Fuzzy output Fuzzy input Fuzzy output

Requirement RML PRV RMS CIA PAA PST Complexity Size

UC1S1 0 2 4.6 7 6 8.1 1.9 5.8

UC2S1 0 3 4.6 7 9 8.3 1.9 4.3

UC8S1 5 6 5.0 5 7 6.0 1.9 2.8

UC10S1 6 5 5.0 6 8 8.3 1.0 1.6

UC11S1 2 5 5.0 5 7 4.5 2.8 9.4

UC23S3 3 5 5.0 6 6 5.7 1.9 10.0

UC26S3 0 3 4.6 4 5 3.2 2.8 4.9

� � � � � � � � �

UC34S6 10 8 8.4 5 6 5.2 1.0 1.7
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o 10. A value of 0 indicated the lowest complexity, whereas 10 in-

icated the highest complexity for the requirements. The eighth col-

mn of Table 4 shows the example for the complexity values used for

ur experiment.

.1.2. Requirements size (RS)

To measure the requirements size (RS), the size of functions asso-

iated with the requirements is used, and it is measured through lines

f code (LOCs). Functions with higher LOC numbers tend to contain

ore defects. Amland’s case study [6] shows that the size of the func-

ions could affect the number of faults in a system. In the experiment

e performed, requirements size values range from 16 to 508, and

hese values are normalized into a range from 0 to 10, where a value

f 0 indicates the lowest size and 10 indicates the highest size for the

equirements. The last column of Table 4 shows the example for the

S values.

.1.3. Requirements modification status (RMS)

To estimate the RMS, two aspects of requirements modifications

re considered: requirements modification level (RML) and potential

equirements volatility (PRV). These two variables are the inputs for

he fuzzy expert system that we develop for this research, and the

uzzy expert system produces RMS using these two input variables.

MS reflects the overall modification status of each requirement. RML

epresents the degree of a requirement’s modification by compar-

ng the same requirement in the previous version. However, manual

omparison of requirements can be a subjective and time-consuming

rocess. Therefore, to reduce the amount of time and subjectivity,

e developed a program that uses cosine similarity [26] to measure
imilarities between requirements. The program compares two given

equirements and produces the requirements modification level val-

es (RML). This semi-automated approach helps eliminate some mis-

akes that may occur in the manual requirements-comparison pro-

ess. Here, requirements modification includes existing requirements

hange and new requirements addition. The RML values are normal-

zed into a range from 0 to 10, where 10 indicates the highest require-

ents modification level and 0 indicates no modification. New re-

uirements for a subsequent version are automatically assigned the

alue of 10 because functionalities associated with the new require-

ents have a high possibility of introducing new faults to the system.

fter finishing this process, we examine the final RML values to en-

ure that the RML values obtained from the automated process reflect

he actual modification levels for the requirements.

The requirement’s PRV values are used to quantify the possibil-

ty of having requirements changes in later versions of the system.

RV values are measured through experts’ knowledge and experi-

nces with requirements engineering. Several requirements charac-

eristics, such as functional instability, possible interface changes, and

ther factors that may influence the requirements modifications, are

aken into account to estimate the PRV values. For example, consider

healthcare application. For such an application, requirements that

alculate an insurance premium would change whenever the insur-

nce policy changes. Thus, these requirements are assigned a higher

RV value compared to the requirements that handle patients’ infor-

ation. The second and the third columns in Table 4 show the ex-

mple for the RML and PRV values used in our experiment, and the

ourth column shows the RMS values provided by the fuzzy expert

ystem which is explained in Section 2.1.
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Table 5

Risk indicator comparison.

RMS Complexity PST Size Total Priority vector

First expert’s comparison

RMS 0.37 0.37 0.38 0.35 0.37 0.37

Complexity 0.37 0.37 0.38 0.30 0.37 0.36

PST 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.30 0.18 0.21

Size 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.04

Second expert’s comparison

RMS 0.38 0.32 0.48 0.38 1.56 0.39

Complexity 0.38 0.32 0.24 0.29 1.22 0.31

PST 0.19 0.32 0.24 0.29 1.03 0.26

Size 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.19 0.05

Table 6

Risk indicators and weights.

Indicator PV1 PV2 Average Weight

Requirements modification status 0.37 0.39 0.38 5

Requirements complexity 0.36 0.31 0.34 4

Potential security threats 0.21 0.26 0.24 3

Size 0.04 0.05 0.05 1

Table 7

Risk indicator values and the risk exposure for requirements.

Requirement RMS Complexity PST Size RE(Req)

5 4 3 1

UC1S1 4.6 1.9 8.1 5.8 60.8

UC2S1 4.6 1.9 8.3 4.3 59.8

UC8S1 5.0 1.9 6.0 2.8 53.5

UC10S1 5.0 1.0 8.3 1.6 55.6

UC11S1 5.0 2.8 4.5 9.4 59.2

UC23S3 5.0 1.9 5.7 10.0 59.8

UC26S3 4.6 2.8 3.2 4.9 48.9

� � � � � �

UC34S6 8.4 1.0 5.2 1.7 63.1
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3.1.4. Potential security threats (PST)

Today, software security is a major concern for software applica-

tions (in particular, for web applications) due to the rapid growth

of malicious activities, such as SQL injection, eavesdropping, etc.,

against software applications. Security flaws for a software applica-

tion lead to severe consequences unless the security-related issues

are identified and properly handled as early as possible. Therefore,

in this approach, potential security threats (PST) is used as an indi-

cator of security-related risks that reside in the requirements. Again,

the fuzzy expert system is employed with a different rule set to es-

timate the PST values. The two input variables contain sets of soft-

ware security objectives that are identified in the software security

field [1,34]. The first input variable contains the major security ob-

jectives, such as confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA), and

the second variable consists of secondary security objectives, such as

privacy, authentication and accountability (PAA).

To estimate these input variable values for each requirement, we

developed a term-extraction tool to find the number of security key

words in a particular requirement that were related to the input vari-

ables. For example, suppose we identified 50 security key words as-

sociated with the first input variable (i.e., CIA) and a particular re-

quirement contains 5 of the 50 keywords, then the CIA variable value

of the requirement is 0.1 (5/50). Then, the input variable values ob-

tained from the tool are normalized into a range from 0 to 10. A value

of 0 indicates no association with CIA, whereas 10 indicates the high-

est association. The same technique is used to obtain the PAA values

for each requirement. The fifth and sixth columns of Table 4 show the

CIA and PAA values, respectively, and the seventh column shows the

PST values provided by the fuzzy expert system.

3.2. Calculate the risk exposure for the requirements

Risk assessment for software requirements is performed by con-

sidering the probability of the risk occurrence (risk likelihood) for the

risk indicators and the degree of possible damage (risk impact) with

each indicator. We consider the four risk indicators explained in the

previous step, and the weight for each indicator is determined using

the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) that supports pairwise compar-

isons [37]. The comparison’s result values are normalized into a range

from 1 to 5, and we obtain the final weight values for each indicator.

In Table 5, columns two to five show the comparison values of risk in-

dicators; sixth column shows the total; and the last column shows the

priority vector (PV) values calculated for each indicator. Then, the PV

values obtained from each expert are averaged. (In this example, two

experts perform pairwise comparison.) The first column of Table 6

shows the risk indicators; the second and third columns show the PV

values obtained from each expert; and the fourth column shows the

averaged PV values. The last column shows the normalized weight

values for the risk indicators.

Eq. (5) is used to calculate the risk exposure of a requirement

(RE(Req)) by following a common risk-assessment practice used by
everal researchers (i.e., multiplication of risk likelihood and risk im-

act). Each risk indicator value corresponds to the risk likelihood of a

equirement, and the weight of the indicator corresponds to the risk

mpact.

E(Req j)
=

n∑
i=1

(Wi ∗ Rji) (5)

here n is the number of indicators; Wi is the weight of the indica-

or; and RI ji is the risk value of the requirement, Req j, in terms of

ndicator i.

The following example shows the risk calculation for the UC1S1

equirement used in our experiment (“The healthcare personnel cre-

te a patient as a new user of the system.”). The last column of Table 7

hows the risks for a sample set of requirements.

RE(UC1S1) = (5∗4.6) + (4∗1.9) + (3∗8.1) + (1∗5.8) = 60.8

The risk values of the requirements RE(Req) range from 0 to 130,

here 0 indicates the lowest risk and 130 indicates the highest risk.

n this example, the risk of UC1S1 is 60.8, implying an average risk

evel.

.3. Calculate the risk exposure of risk items

In the previous section, the process for requirements risk expo-

ure estimation was explained. These requirements risk exposure

RE(Req)) values indicate how risky each requirement is from the sys-

em requirements’ point of view. Although, the (RE(Req)) value of a

equirement reflects the risk residing in the requirement, it is not

ufficient to obtain information about the association between the

equirement and potential defect types of a software system. When a

articular requirement is associated with multiple defect types, that

equirement has a high tendency to expose more defects. Thus, the

ssociation information between requirements and potential defect

ypes help identify the requirements with a higher defect density

hich eventually cause common software failures. Therefore, high

riorities can be assigned to the test cases that are correlated to such

equirements with a higher defect density.

To prioritize the test case using the association information be-

ween requirements and potential defect types, we adopted a pro-

ess defined by Yoon et al. [48]. We improved this process by in-

roducing weights for the risk items (RiIM). The weight values for

he risk items were obtained from our previous requirements risk-

ased research [21], and for this research, we further calibrated the

eight values by using the risk exposure values for risk items in Yoon
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Table 8

Software product-risk items.

Risk item Abbreviation

i Input problem IP

ii Output problem OP

iii Calculation Calc

iv Interactions Inac

v Error handling ErHa
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Table 10

Severity of risk items.

Severity value Description

1 Least critical risk item

2 Slightly critical risk item

3 Moderately critical risk item

4 Very critical risk item

5 Most critical risk item
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t al.’s approach [48]. The risk items denoted potential defect types

or a software system. The process of calculating risk exposure for

isk items involved the following activities: (1) Identify risk items:

he risk items employed in this research were derived from studies

hat used different applications and standards [8,22,45]. The identi-

ed risk items are shown in Table 8. The input problem was an ex-

mple for risk items because input data can cause several problems

or an operating software system. For instance, input data that were

ot validated before the execution or input data that were beyond

he valid boundary resulted in operational failures for the system or

system crash. (2) Calculate risk exposure values for the risk items

RE(RiIM)): the risk level for a particular risk item was quantified by

sing the risk exposure values.

To find the risk exposure values for risk items, first, we need to

nd the probability of fault occurrence by considering the associa-

ion between risk items and requirements. When we consider a set

f requirements, some of them may be associated with a particular

isk item. The probability of fault occurrence depends on the num-

er of associated requirements. When a particular risk item is as-

ociated with multiple requirements, its probability for fault occur-

ence will increase. Second, we need to estimate the impact of the

isk items. For this purpose, we consider the risk exposure of require-

ents (RE(Req)). When a particular risk item is associated with re-

uirements that have higher risk exposure, the risk impact of that

articular item increases.

In this research, we ignored the Startup/ShutDown risk item

hich was used for our previous risk-based approach [21] because

tartup/ShutDown risk item only associated with a small number

f requirements and also did not make a significant impact on the

est case prioritization. Additionally, in Yoon et al.’s [48] approach,

he Startup/ShutDown risk item indicated a relatively low exposure

alue. Eliminating one risk item caused an approximate 17% work re-

uction for this risk items’ risk exposure calculation subprocess.

Table 9 shows a matrix to calculate the risk exposure (RE(RiIM))

alues for risk items and the weighted risk exposure (W-RE) values

or requirements. The matrix lists requirements, risk exposure for re-

uirements, and a set of risk items. Each risk item (RiIMx) has a sever-

ty value (SVx) that indicates how risky the item is. The severity val-

es are defined in Table 10. If a risk item is associated with a certain

equirement, the Cmx value is 1; otherwise, the value is 0. Again, mul-

iple associations between risk times and requirements can exist. The

ast row in the matrix shows the RE values for risk items, and the RE

alues are calculated using Eq. (6); the last column shows the W-RE

alues that are calculated by incorporating RE(RiIM) values with the
Table 9

Risk exposures and weighted risk exposure matrix.

Requirement RE(Req) Risk items

RiIM1 ...

(SV1) ...

Req1 RE(Req1) C11

� � � ...

Reqy RE(Reqy) Cy1 ...

Reqm RE(Reqm) Cm1 ...

RE(RiIM1) ...
everity values of risk items for each requirement. The final outcome

f this step, the W-RE values, is used to prioritize requirements.

Eqs. (6) and (7) are used to calculate the risk exposure values for

isk items and the weighted risk exposure values for requirements.

E(RiIMx) =
m∑

y=1

(RE(Reqy) ∗ Cyx) (6)

here m is the number of requirements, RE(Reqy) is the risk exposure

f Reqy, and Cyx is 1 when requirement Reqy is associated with risk

tem RiIMx or 0 otherwise.

-RE(Reqy) =
n∑

x=1

(RE(RiIMx) ∗ Cyx ∗ SVx) (7)

here n is the number of risk items for the system; RE(RiIMx) is the risk

xposure value of the risk item, RiIMx; Cyx indicates the correlation

etween the requirement, Reqy, and the risk item, RiIMx; and SVx is

he severity value of the risk item, RiIMx.

Table 11 shows a sample data set collected from our experiment.

n this example, we can see that the output problem risk item is as-

ociated with all requirements. Thus, the risk exposure value of the

utput problem risk item can be calculated using Eq. (6) as follows:

E(OP) = (60.8∗1) + (59.8∗1) + (53.5∗1) + (55.6∗1)

+ · · · + (63.1∗1) = 6146.0

Because the output problem has a high RE value compared to

ther risk items, it implies that the output problem is a high risk area

or this product.

After calculating the RE values for risk items, we calculate the W-

E values for each requirement by utilizing Eq. (7). For instance, we

btain the W-RE value for UC1S1 as follows:

-RE(UC1S1) = (6146.0∗1∗4) + (5571.5∗1∗5) + (5411.2∗0∗5)

+ (4472.0∗1∗2) + (2490.0∗0∗3) = 61384.6

After calculating the W-RE values for each requirement, we pri-

ritize requirements by their W-RE values (in descending order).

able 12 shows a portion of our data. From the table, we can see that

ach requirement has one or more corresponding test cases (The last

ection explains how to map these two.) and that the requirements

ppear by their W-RE values (in descending order). When multiple

equirements have the same W-RE value (e.g., UC33S1 and UC26S2

ave the same value, 7250.3, in the table.), we used the RE(Req) val-

es as the second factor to prioritize the requirements. The next sec-

ion describes, in detail, the prioritization of the test cases.
RiIMx RiIMn W-RE

(SVx) (SVn)

C1x C1n W-RE(Req1)

� � �

Cyx Cyn W-RE(Reqy)

Cmx Cmn W-RE(Reqm)

RE(RiIMx) RE(RiIMn)
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Table 11

Example of risk exposures and weighted risk exposures of iTrust.

Requirement TC ID RE(Req) OP ErHa Inac IP Calc W-RE

Risk items severity values 4 5 5 2 3

UC1S1 TC2 60.8 1 1 0 1 0 61384.6

UC2S1 TC5 59.8 1 1 1 1 0 88440.5

UC2S1 TC6 57.2 1 1 1 1 0 88440.5

UC8S1 TC13 53.5 1 1 0 1 1 68855.7

UC10S1 TC19 55.6 1 1 1 1 1 95911.6

UC11S1 TC21 59.2 1 1 1 0 0 79497.2

UC23S3 TC31 59.8 1 1 1 1 1 95911.6

UC26S3 TC33 48.9 1 1 1 0 0 79497.2

� � � � � � � � �

UC34S6 TC141 63.1 1 1 1 1 0 88440.5

Risk exposure (RE(RiIM)) 6146.0 5571.5 5411.2 4472.0 2490.0
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1 Tcm = NBD + MCC + LOC .
3.4. Prioritize the requirements and test cases

In this final stage, we prioritize requirements using the W-RE val-

ues and then by the risk exposure of requirements (RE(Req)). To pri-

oritize test cases, we need to know the relationship between the test

cases and the requirements. In this research, we use the traceability

matrices created by the object programs’ (i.e., iTrust and Capstone)

developers. Unavailability of traceability matrices could require more

effort to adopt our proposed approach. However, often, the docu-

ments that are created in the early software development stages, such

as business requirements document and functional specification doc-

ument, are used when creating test cases, which can help construct

traceability information between requirements and test cases. Fur-

ther, some industrial tools such as Qmetry [2] and Microsoft Testing

Manager [3] can aid establishing traceability.

For most software applications, including our experimental pro-

grams, a single requirement is tested with multiple test cases. As

a result, test cases associated with the same requirement have the

same W-RE value. However, the different functions used to manip-

ulate a particular requirement have different complexity levels and

LOCs, hence producing different RE(Req) values. Therefore, after map-

ping test cases to their corresponding requirements and functions,

the test cases with similar W-RE values can be re-prioritized using

the RE(Req) values. If test cases still have the same W-RE and RE(Req)

values, then we randomly order those test cases.

4. Empirical study

To investigate the effectiveness of our new risk-based test case

prioritization approach, we designed and performed a controlled ex-

periment. The following sections describe research questions, the

objects of analysis, independent variables, dependent variables and

measures, experimental setup and procedure, and threats to validity.

4.1. Research questions

In this study, we investigate the following research questions:

RQ1: Can systematic risk-based test case prioritization improve the

rate of fault detection for test suites?

RQ2: Can systematic risk-based test case prioritization find more

faults in the risky components early?

4.2. Objects of analysis

In order to evaluate the new approach, we utilized two applica-

tions: one open source and one industrial application developed for

graduate-student project. iTrust is the open source application used

for this experiment. The iTrust program is a patient-centric electronic

health record system which was developed by the Realsearch Re-

search Group at North Carolina State University. In this experiment,
our versions of the iTrust application (versions 0, 1, 2, and 3) were

sed. We considered the functional requirements of each version, and

he test cases were used to test the system functionalities associated

ith the system requirements. For iTrust, all the test cases used in

he experiment were developed by the iTrust system developers. The

ndustrial application, Capstone, was developed by computer science

raduate students at North Dakota State University in collaboration

ith a local software company. Capstone is an online application that

s used to automate the company’s examination procedure.

The information about the system components for all versions of

he two applications used in this experiment is shown in Table 13. For

ach system, version 0 (base version) is not listed in the table because

egression testing starts with the second version. However, the infor-

ation obtained from version 0 is utilized to obtain the mutants for

ersion 1.

.3. Variables and measures

.3.1. Independent variable

The test case prioritization technique is the independent variable

anipulated in this study. We consider seven control techniques, in-

luding a requirements risk-based technique and one heuristic prior-

tization technique, as follows:

• Control techniques

– Original (Torig): The object program provides the testing

scripts. Torig executes test cases in the order in which they are

available in the original testing script.

– Total statement coverage (Tsc): This technique prioritizes test

cases based on the total number of statements exercised by

test cases.

– Code metric (Tcm): This technique uses a code metric that

we defined in our previous study [7]. The code metric is cal-

culated using three types of information obtained from the

source code, Line of Code (LOC), Nested Block Depth (NBD),

and McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity (MCC), which are consid-

ered good predictors for finding error-prone modules [38,50].1

– Requirements-based clustering: We consider another set of

techniques proposed by Arafeen and Do [7] as control tech-

niques that follow the requirements-based clustering ap-

proach. Because all requirements are not equally important

to clients, requirements clustering is important to prioritize

the requirements based on their importance to the client so

that the tester can pay more attention to the test cases as-

sociated with high-priority requirements. With the previous

approach, test cases are clustered based on requirements and

test case association. Within clusters, test cases are prioritized
Max(NBD) Max(MCC) Max(LOC)
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Table 12

Example for a prioritized test suite: iTrust.

Requirement TC-ID W-RE Re(Req)

UC33S1 TC117 7250.3 76.5

UC26S2 TC94 7250.3 70.3

UC21 TC30 7090.6 80.2

UC21 TC80 7090.6 70.1

� � � �

UC12 TC26 4735.4 80.0

UC30S3 TC100 4236.6 67.2

UC30S1 TC99 4236.6 56.3

UC3S3 TC43 2947.6 33.3

UC24 TC91 2860.2 42.5

UC25 TC92 2860.2 20.8

� � � �

UC2S2 TC77 1787.7 66.5
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using code metric information or use the original test case or-

der. Thus, all techniques are categorized into two broad cate-

gories based on the original test case order and the code metric

test case order. In this research, we only considered the code

metric based category which produced relatively better results

compared to original order category. Then, the clusters are or-

dered in three ways: original cluster order, random cluster or-

der, and prioritized cluster order. Clusters are prioritized using

both requirements commitment (i.e., the priority of require-

ments to be implemented by the developers) and code modi-

fication information. After ordering the test cases and the clus-

ters, test cases are selected from the clusters in a round-robin

fashion for the prioritization. The three requirements-based

clustering techniques are as follows:

∗ Tcl-cm-orig (Tcco): It uses the code metric based test case

order within clusters, and the clusters are ordered accord-

ing to the original order of the clusters.

∗ Tcl-cm-rand (Tccr): This technique uses the code metric

based test case order within clusters, and the clusters are

ordered randomly.

∗ Tcl-cm-prior (Tccp): This technique uses the code metric

based test case order within clusters, and the clusters are

ordered according to requirements commitment and code

modification information.

This requirements cluster-based approach [7] used five differ-

ent cluster sizes for the iTrust application. In this study, we

only considered cluster sizes 10 and 20 which produced mod-

erate and the best results, respectively. In the case of Capstone,

the only cluster size used in requirements cluster-based ap-

proach [7] was cluster size 6.

– Requirements risk-based (Trrb): This technique prioritizes test

cases based on the risks residing in the requirements and the

association between a system’s requirements and potential

defect types.

• Heuristic (Tfrrb): The proposed technique uses a fuzzy expert sys-

tem to estimate requirements risks and prioritizes the test cases

as described in Section 3.

.3.2. Dependent variable and measures

We considered two dependent variables:
Table 13

Experiment objects and associated data.

Object Version Requirements Test Cases Si

V1 91 122 2

iTrust V2 105 142 2

V3 108 157 2

Capstone V1 21 42
• Average percentage of fault detection (APFD):

The APFD [12,29] value represents the average for the percentage

of fault detection during the execution of a particular test suite.

APFD values range from 0 to 100. The prioritization techniques

are being considered as better techniques when their APFD values

are closer to 100, and the technique that obtains the highest APFD

value is considered to be the best prioritization technique.

• Percentage of total risk severity weight (PTRSW):

PTRSW is used to measure the effectiveness of test suites in terms

of finding more faults for risky components in a particular system

as early as possible. The PTRSW values range from 0% to 100%. Eq.

(8) shows how to calculate the PTRSW value. When a test suite

can detect all faults for risky components in a system at a particu-

lar test case execution rate, then the PTRSW becomes 100% at that

particular execution rate. A test case prioritization technique can

be considered as effective in finding more faults for risky com-

ponents if the test suite produced by that technique is capable

of achieving a higher PTRSW value for a lower test case execu-

tion rate. For example, if the PTRSW value of a test suite produced

by prioritization technique A is 100% when half of the test cases

are executed (i.e., 50% test execution rate), whereas the priori-

tized test suite for technique B produces a 70% PTRSW value for

the same 50% test execution rate, then technique A is considered

the most effective technique to find more faults in the risky com-

ponents.

PTRSW = (STRSW/GTRSW)∗100% (8)

The sub-total of the total risk severity weight (STRSW) and the

grand total of total risk severity weight (GTRSW) are explained, in

detail, in the next section.

.4. Experimental setup and procedure

In this study, for each requirement, we estimated the risk expo-

ure using a fuzzy expert system and then estimated the weighted

isk exposure (W-RE) values for the requirements as described in

ection 3. We prioritized the requirements based on the W-RE val-

es and then by the risk exposure of requirements (RE(Req)) values

f the requirements. To obtain the prioritized test cases, we used the

equirements-test mapping information which was provided by the

bject programs’ developers.

To empirically evaluate the proposed approach, we also need fault

ata. Due to the absence of the faults with the applications, we used

set of mutation faults created for each object program during pre-

ious research [7]. The second-last column in Table 13 lists the to-

al number of mutation faults for each program version. In actual

esting scenarios, however, programs do not typically contain this

any faults. Thus, to reflect more realistic situations, our previous

tudy [11] introduced mutant groups which were formed by randomly

electing mutants from the pools of mutants created for each version,

anging from 1 to 10 mutants per group. For the iTrust application,

3, 12, and 12 mutation groups were created for version 1, 2, and 3,

espectively, whereas 23 mutation groups were created for Capstone

ersion 1.

To perform the risk estimation process, we followed the steps

escribed in Section 3. As a human expert, one graduate student who

as several years of software industry experience performed the risk
ze (KLOCs) Mutation faults Mutation groups

4.42 54 13

5.93 71 12

6.70 75 12

6.82 118 23
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Table 14

Example test cases, PTRSW, and associated data for iTrust original test order-version 2.

Test cases (Orig v2) RSW of mutations TRSW Percentage of total risk severity weight (PTRSW)

M1 ... M71

TC7 3 0 1 4

� � � � �

TC18 0 0 0 0

� � � � �

Sub-total of TRSW (STRSW) after 12.5% test case execution 4 0.83%

� � � � �

TC20 0 1 8 10

Sub-total of TRSW (STRSW) after 25% test case execution 19 3.94%

� � � � �

TC53 0 2 2 5

Sub-total of TRSW (STRSW) after 50% test case execution 225 46.68%

� � � � �

TC106 0 9 8 42

Sub-total of TRSW (STRSW) after 75% test case execution 276 57.26%

� � � � �

TC136 0 8 8 24

� � � � �

Grand total after execution the entire test suite (GTRSW) 482
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estimation process. To obtain the requirements modification level

(RML); confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) values; and

privacy, authentication, and accountability (PAA) values, the student

followed the process explained in Section 3. When the final RML,

CIA, and PAA values were obtained, those values were reviewed by

the student to validate the inaccuracy. On average, only 3% of the

requirements needed slight adjustments for their RML values, and

less than 2% of the requirements required minor adjustments for

the CIA and PAA values. The potential requirements volatility (PRV)

values for the requirements were estimated based on the expert’s

knowledge and experience. The weight values used for the risk in-

dicators were determined through the priority vector (PV) values of

analytic hierarchy process (AHP) that was performed by two experts

(graduate students). We averaged and normalized the priority vector

values obtained from each expert for every indicator to obtain the

final weight values for risk indicators. Test cases were prioritized

using W-RE and RE(Req), and with test cases that had the same W-RE

and RE(Req) values, those test cases were randomly prioritized.

For all the applications and versions used for this experiment, on

average, only 3% of the test cases required random orders.

To calculate the PTRSW values for each test case prioritiza-

tion technique, we need know the classes and methods modified

by the mutation faults. Therefore, we used a mutation analysis

tool, ByteME (Bytecode Mutation Engine, a tool from the software-

artifact infrastructure repository (SIR) [12]), to locate these altered

classes/methods and developed the faults-classes/methods trace files

for each version of the object programs. Further, we used the

requirements-classes/methods trace files to identify the associa-

tion relationship between requirements and classes/methods. We

estimated the risks of classes/methods caused by mutation faults,

risk severity weight (RSW), using the information provided by

ByteME and the requirements risks. The RSW values estimated for

classes/methods were assigned to the associated mutation faults. The

RSW values ranged from 0 to 10. The RSW value was 0 if there was no

risk caused by a mutation fault for a class/method, whereas 10 indi-

cated the highest risk caused by a mutation fault on a critical system

component.

The faults-tests traceability matrix is used to identify the relation-

ship between mutation faults and test cases. One mutation fault can

be detected by one or more test cases. In that case, the same RSW

value is assigned to all test cases associated with the same mutation

fault. On the other hand, one test case can detect several mutation
 u
aults, and all RSW values for the detected mutation faults are added

ogether to obtain the total risk severity weight (TRSW) for that test

ase. The sum of the TRSW values of all test cases produces the grand

otal risk severity weight (GTRSW) for the test suite.

When developing software applications, software companies of-

en face time and budget constraints, and typically, the companies cut

ack on testing activities to ensure a timely release for their product.

hen testing activities are cut short, faults will slip through testing.

f testing techniques can detect riskier defects earlier, then the com-

anies could reduce potential severe consequences. To examine this

ituation, we consider four different test execution rates as shown in

able 14. For example, the STRSW values for the original test order of

Trust version 2 are 4 and 19 for test execution rates of 12.5% and 25%,

espectively. Table 14 shows sample RSW, TRSW, STRSW, GTRSW, and

TRSW values for the original test case order of iTrust version 2. The

rst column shows the test cases; columns 2, 3, and 4 show the sam-

le set of RSW values for the test cases; column 5 shows TRSW and

TRSW; and the last column shows the PTRSW values for different

est execution rates. For example, the STRSW for the 50% test execu-

ion rate is 225, and the PTRSW is 46.68%. When we compare these

ata with the results of other techniques shown in Table 18, these val-

es are relatively low, meaning that the original order of test cases is

nable to detect faults in the risky components effectively.

After gathering all required data, we obtained the prioritized test

uite by following the proposed approach. We calculated the APFD

nd PTRSW values for the prioritized test suite.

.5. Threats to validity

This section describes the internal, external, and construct threats

o the validity of our study, and the approaches we used to limit their

ffects.

.5.1. Internal validity

In this study, we estimated the risks residing in the functional re-

uirements in terms of product risks and did not consider other types

f software risks, such as project and process risks. This threat can be

inimized by adding more appropriate risk indicators in the require-

ents risk estimation process. We estimated the complexity and

he size of a particular requirement using the McCabe Cyclomatic

omplexity (MCC) and Lines of Code (LOC) for the class/method

tilized to implement that particular requirement. There are other
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Table 15

Heuristic APFD: iTrust and Capstone.

itrust Capstone

Version V1 V2 V3 V1

APFD (Tfrrb) 63 65.78 79.44 67.86
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lternatives available to measure the complexity and the size, and the

esults could be affected by the choice of different alternatives. How-

ver, much of the previous research has shown that MCC and LOC are

ood indicators to measure the complexity and size with ease.

Moreover, the crisp output obtained from the fuzzy expert system

ay vary due to several factors, such as the number of input/output

embership functions, the types of waveforms, and the defuzzifica-

ion methods. The fuzzy expert system used for this research is based

n three triangular membership functions for both input and output

ariables because many previous fuzzy expert systems used a simi-

ar configuration successfully. We utilized the center of gravity (COG)

ethod for the defuzzification because it is a widely used defuzzifi-

ation method and is also considered as accurate. However, further

tudies can be performed to investigate the effectiveness of the pro-

osed approach with different configurations.

.5.2. External validity

The object programs we used in this research are a small, indus-

rial application (Capstone) and a mid-size, open source application

iTrust). Therefore, our findings cannot be interpreted in the context

f large applications. This limitation can be addressed by applying our

pproach to large, open source and industrial applications.

.5.3. Construct validity

Estimating the potential requirements volatility (PRV) for require-

ents and determining the correlation between requirements and

isks items needed human involvement. Because human judgment

s based on several factors, such as human experts’ knowledge and

xperiences, the results could vary from person to person. We formu-

ated and validated the rules of our fuzzy expert system based on our

xperiences and knowledge, but a fuzzy expert system with fewer or

ore rules could be developed and potentially change the results.

. Data and analysis

In this section, we present the results of our study and the data

nalyses for each research question. We discuss further implications

f the data and results in Section 6.

.1. The effectiveness of risk-based prioritization with a fuzzy expert

ystem for improving the fault detection rate of test cases (RQ1)

In our first research question (RQ1), we consider whether the risk-

ased approach that incorporates a fuzzy expert system can help
 t

Table 16

APFD comparison and improvement over controls: iTrust.

Control Technique iTrust – V1 iTrust V2

APFD Improvement over control (%) APFD

Torig 43.70 44.16 47.80

Tsc 53.02 18.82 56.75

Tcm 45.80 37.55 48.80

Trrb 60.00 5.00 60.60

Tcco-CS10 38.46 63.81 68.26

Tccr-CS10 38.88 62.04 68.30

Tccp-CS10 39.51 59.45 57.78

Tcco-CS20 65.58 −3.93 62.67

Tccr-CS20 66.22 −4.86 63.65

Tccp-CS20 75.45 −16.50 65.33
mprove the effectiveness of test case prioritization. To answer this

uestion, we compared techniques based on the results shown in

ables 15–17.

Table 15 shows the APFD values for our heuristic technique (Tfrrb).

olumns 2–4 show the APFD values for iTrust versions 1, 2, and 3,

espectively, and the last column shows the APFD value for the Cap-

tone application. The first column of Table 16 shows the control tech-

iques. CS10 and CS20 indicate the two cluster sizes. All APFD values

hown in Tables 16 and 17 are averaged values for the 13, 12, and 12

ata points of iTrust versions 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and the 23 data

oints for Capstone version 1. Tables 16 and 17 also show the improve-

ent rates for our proposed approach over the control techniques.

The results in Table 16 indicate that our approach (Tfrrb) out-

erformed the original (Torig), statement coverage (Tsc), code met-

ic (Tcm), and our previous requirements risk-based approach (Trrb)

cross all versions. The improvement rates ranged from 5% to

75.83%. However, when we compared our approach to the cluster-

ased approaches, the trend varied across versions. For version 1, the

euristic outperformed the control techniques with a cluster size of

0 (The improvement rates ranged from 59.45% to 63.81%.), but it was

ot better than the techniques with a cluster size of 20. In the case of

ersion 2, the results were reversed. The heuristic performed slightly

etter than the control techniques with a cluster size of 20, and it per-

ormed slightly worse than the control with a cluster size of 10. In the

ase of version 3, the heuristic outperformed all cluster-based control

echniques.

The results for Capstone shown in Table 17 indicate that the pro-

osed approach outperformed all control techniques except for the

ccp technique. The heuristic and Tccp produce the same results. For

his application, the improvement rates range from 0.00% to 55.26%.

To show our results visually, we present them in boxplots. Fig. 3

resents the boxplots that show APFD values for the control tech-

iques and heuristic for all iTrust and Capstone versions. For iTrust

ersion 1, each boxplot has 13 data points, and for versions 2 and 3,

ach has 12 data points. In the case of Capstone, each boxplot has 23

ata points. Each subfigure for iTrust contains boxplots for ten pri-

ritization techniques; the first nine boxplots present data for the

ontrol techniques, and the last one presents the heuristic technique.

he last subfigure, Capstone, contains boxplots for seven prioritiza-

ion techniques; the first seven boxplots present data for the control

echniques, and the last one presents the heuristic technique.

When we examine the boxplots for iTrust, in version 1, the results

or requirements risk-based approaches (Trrb and Tfrrb) show a wider

istribution of data points than the other two versions. The results

ith other techniques for all versions show similar data-distribution

atterns except for a couple cases. For version 3, the control tech-

iques that used clustering with a cluster size of 10 show a wider

istribution than other techniques. Overall, the heuristic shows bet-

er results compared to the controls across all versions of iTrust ex-

ept for a few cases (clustering-based approaches for version 2). In

he case of Capstone, all techniques show a similar data-distribution
iTrust – V3

Improvement over control (%) APFD Improvement over control (%)

37.62 28.80 175.83

15.91 69.26 14.70

34.81 44.84 77.18

8.55 56.00 41.86

−3.63 68.48 16.00

−3.69 64.54 23.09

13.85 75.31 5.48

4.96 66.69 19.12

3.35 67.68 17.38

0.69 72.41 9.71
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Fig. 3. APFD boxplots for all controls and the heuristic: iTrust and Capstone.

Table 17

APFD comparison and improvement over controls: Capstone.

Control technique Capstone – V1

APFD Improvement over control (%)

Torig 43.70 55.26

Tsc 55.19 22.96

Tcm 67.80 0.07

Trrb 62.88 7.90

Tcco 61.19 10.89

Tccr 61.47 10.37

Tccp 67.86 0.00
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pattern, and the heuristic produces the best median value (indicated

with a line in the box) compared to the control techniques and the

best average value (indicated with a diamond) except for one case

(Tcm).

5.2. The effectiveness of risk-based prioritization with a fuzzy expert

system to find faults in risky components (RQ2)

For the first research question, we consider whether the risk-

based approach that incorporates a fuzzy expert system can find

faults earlier. The results are encouraging, but we do not know

whether the early detected faults are, indeed, the faults that reside in

the risky components. Thus, our second research question (RQ2) con-

siders whether the risk-based approach with a fuzzy expert system

can be more effective at finding faults associated with risky compo-

nents early compared to the control techniques. To evaluate RQ2, we
onsider five control techniques: Torig, Tsc, Tcm, Trrb, and a clustering

echnique that produced the best results for RQ1 (i.e., Tccp-CS20 for

Trust and Tccp for Capstone).

To address this research question, we measured the percentage

f the total risk severity weight (PTRSW) values that we described

n Section 4.3, showing how fast the technique can detect faults in

he risky components. Tables 18 and 19 show the PTRSW values for

ll versions of iTrust and Capstone, respectively. The first column of

ables 18 and 19 shows the version number, and the second column

ategorizes the control techniques and heuristic. The third column

hows the prioritization techniques. The subsequent columns show

he PTRSW values when we foreshorten the test execution process

y the specified percentage for each column. For example, the sixth

olumn shows the PTRSW values when 50% of the test cases are ex-

cuted, meaning that, for a 50% cutting ratio, we simulate the effects

f having the testing process halted halfway through.

The results showed that our approach can detect more faults in

he risky components earlier than the controls except for a few cases

Trrb in version 1 for iTrust). For version 1, the heuristic (Tfrrb) and the

equirements risk-based approach (Trrb) showed very similar results,

ut for versions 2 and 3, the trend changed. For version 2, the heuris-

ic produced relatively high fault detection rates when test execution

ates were low, and for version 3, the differences between these two

echniques were more outstanding. For instance, at a 25% execution

ate, the heuristic produced 70.64%, but Trrb produced only 18.94%. In

he case of Capstone (Table 19), our approach outperformed all con-

trol techniques. These results indicated that using requirements risks

with a fuzzy expert system during prioritization was effective in lo-

cating faults that reveal risks early. Further, even when companies
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Table 18

Percentage of total risk severity weight (PTRSW) for different test execution levels: iTrust.

Version Technique Percentage of total risk severity weight (PTRSW) for different test execution levels: iTrust

Execution rate 12.5% Execution rate 25% Execution rate 50% Execution rate 75.0%

Torig 0.00 0.00 26.49 70.90

Tsc 12.31 26.07 70.51 76.49

V1 Controls Tcm 1.87 5.22 29.85 52.24

Tccp-CS20 7.46 7.46 30.97 71.27

Trrb 21.64 30.22 67.91 82.09

Heuristic Tfrrb 21.64 26.12 70.52 79.48

Torig 0.83 3.94 46.68 57.26

Tsc 42.53 43.36 58.51 95.13

V2 Controls Tcm 11.00 26.97 67.63 74.90

Tccp-CS20 0.83 17.22 67.43 74.48

Trrb 10.37 26.35 68.46 95.44

Heuristic Tfrrb 42.74 43.78 73.24 95.44

Torig 0.00 0.85 25.32 29.36

Tsc 46.98 46.98 47.44 99.07

V3 Controls Tcm 0.43 10.43 19.36 65.32

Tccp-CS20 45.53 45.53 70.85 90.00

Trrb 0.00 18.94 66.38 86.38

Heuristic Tfrrb 49.79 70.64 97.66 99.57

Table 19

Percentage of total risk severity weight (PTRSW) for different test execution levels: Capstone.

Version Technique Percentage of total risk severity weight (PTRSW) for different test execution levels: Capstone

Execution rate 12.5% Execution rate 25% Execution rate 50% Execution rate 75%

Torig 11.51 16.43 54.26 75.30

Tsc 24.15 37.36 54.68 77.45

V1 Controls Tcm 24.33 39.35 66.04 83.67

Tccp 11.20 23.55 52.59 79.75

Trrb 22.87 37.10 58.03 84.67

Heuristic Tfrrb 24.49 40.08 66.77 85.45
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eed to cut their testing process short due to their product release

chedule, they can still identify and fix more important faults with

he limited time and budget than otherwise.

Fig. 4 presents the results graphically. The first three subgraphs

how the results for iTrust, and the last graph shows the PTRSW com-

arison for Capstone. As we observed from Tables 18 and 19, our ap-

roach outperforms all control techniques for version 1 except for one

echnique (Trrb), and for versions 2 and 3, our approach outperforms

he controls at all test execution rates. The trend for version 3’s re-

ults is different from other versions. The results of the techniques

or version 3 vary widely across test execution rates. In particular,

he clustering-based approach performs better than all other control

echniques. In the case of Capstone, the heuristic outperforms all con-

rol techniques across all test execution rates. Similar to version 1 of

Trust, the heuristic and the requirements risk-based approach (Trrb)

roduce very similar results.

. Discussion and implications

In this section, we present more insight about the findings of

ur research and possible implications. Through the results we

btained with our study, we draw the following observations. First,

he proposed systematic, risk-based approach is capable of outdo-

ng the original test order, code-metric-based approach and our

revious requirements risk-based approach for all versions of the

Trust application. Cluster-based approaches with a cluster size of 20

utperform our proposed approach for version 1 while two cluster-

ased approaches with a cluster size of 10 outperform our approach

or version 2. However, our proposed approach outperforms all

luster-based approaches for version 3. The source code of version 3

s significantly affected by the requirements modifications for version

. In our previous requirements risk-based approach [21], we did not

et better results for version 3 compared to cluster-based approaches
ecause we only used one code-related risk factor, line of code (LOC),

o estimate requirements risk. However, in this research, we use

oth LOC and McCabe Complexity, and we speculate that using more

ource code data to extract risk information has affected the better

esults obtained for version 3 that underwent major code modifica-

ions. In the case of Capstone, our approach outperforms all control

echniques while producing the same result as the Tccp approach.

verall, the proposed approach produces very effective results across

ll versions of the iTrust and Capstone programs in spite of imprecise,

nconsistent, and complex conditions that may occur when extracting

he risk information from software requirements. Using a fuzzy ex-

ert system contributes to handling such circumstances successfully

nd facilitates making more realistic risk estimations. Further, we

mulate expert thinking in the risk estimation procedure by using our

uzzy expert system and minimize subjectivity in the risk estimation

rocedure. Additionally, we employ a semi-automated process to as-

ess the risk factors for our risk estimation procedure. Hence, having

systematic risk estimation procedure is the most possible reason

or getting better results with all versions of every object program.

Second, the results indicated that our proposed approach has the

bility to detect more faults early in risky components of software

pplications. In particular, for the third version of iTrust, our proposed

pproach detected a significantly higher number of faults in risky

omponents at low test execution rates compared to the first and the

econd versions. Again, the requirements modifications in version

and their effect on the source code are a possible reason for this

utcome. In the case of Capstone, our new approach produced the

est results over other control techniques. In the proposed approach,

equirements were primarily prioritized by considering their direct

elationship with critical risk items, and then, the requirements were

urther prioritized using requirements risks which were estimated

hrough a less subjective, fuzzy expert system based approach.

ecause the test cases are prioritized using the association between
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Fig. 4. PTRSW comparison graphs for all versions of iTrust and Capstone.
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requirements and test cases, the top test cases in the prioritized

test suite were able to detect faults in the high-risk components

early. Therefore, in this research, considering the direct relationship

between critical risk items and test cases was the major reason for

the early detection of more faults in high-risk components.

The results of this research indicate very important implications

for the software industry. Modern software systems which are devel-

oped in today’s software industry are very complex and are vulner-

able to malicious attacks; frequent changes are inevitable to main-

tain the systems’ quality. Software systems which are intended to

be available online (web-based) and the systems which are consid-

ered as mission critical are even more complex, undergo frequent

changes, and have much bigger concerns for their security-related is-

sues. The proposed approach pays much attention to these factors in

terms of fault detection. Hence, by adopting our proposed approach,

software development companies can detect faults in their modern

applications within a short time frame. Furthermore, if a company

happens to shorten their regression testing process due to any con-

strains (time, budget, etc.), they can still detect more faults in their

applications, including faults in high-risk components, with the lim-

ited resources. In particular, early detection of more defects in critical

systems is very important because such defects can eventually lead to

severe failures, such as life-threatening conditions or huge financial

loss. Therefore, using our proposed approach, companies can develop

their software systems with more confidence and cost-effectiveness

while meeting their tight production deadlines.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we presented a systematic risk estimation approach

using a fuzzy expert system which can minimize the subjectivity, im-

precision, and inconsistency issues confronted by the requirements

risks estimation process. We empirically evaluated the new approach

using two Java applications with multiple versions. The results of this
tudy demonstrated that our new systematic, risk-based approach

an detect faults earlier and is even better at finding faults in the risky

omponents earlier than the control techniques. With the proposed

pproach, software companies can manage their testing and release

chedules better by providing early feedback to testers and develop-

rs so that the development team can fix the problems as soon as

ossible.

While we addressed the limitations of our previous approach, as

iscussed in Section 4.5, there are still some limitations that need

o be overcome. For example, determining the relationships between

equirements and risk items is done by human experts, but this pro-

ess can be improved by reducing human involvement through semi-

utomated approaches (e.g., semantic analysis of natural language).

nother limitation involves the choices of membership functions and

he defuzzification method. We considered three triangular member-

hip functions for both the input and output variables and used the

entroid defuzzification method to defuzzify output variables, but the

hoice of these functions and methods could affect our results. There-

ore, we plan to conduct more studies by considering different wave

ypes (i.e., trapezoidal, Gaussian, etc.), different numbers of mem-

ership functions, and different defuzzification methods to see how

hese variations affect the requirements risk estimation and final re-

ults. Further, in this work, we only used four risk indicators, but we

lan to use other risk indicators, such as usage rate. We also plan to

nvestigate the use of other fuzzy technologies, such as the fuzzy clus-

ering approach, to improve risk-based regression testing approaches,

nd plan to evaluate these approaches considering their efficiency

nd effectiveness.
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